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Welcome to the latest in our series of Corporate Responsibility Updates. 

These publications concentrate on a particular 
area of the BBC’s corporate responsibility 
work. They are produced as part of our wider 
communications in this field, which also include 
the annual BBC Corporate Responsibility 
Performance Review and regular newsletters.

We produce these in order to inform our 
audiences about how we run our business and how 
this work goes beyond broadcasting to help us 
meet our stated Public Purposes.

In this edition – which follows previous issues 
looking at topics such as our work to reduce 
environmental impacts, working with charities, and 

Ralph Rivera,  
Director of BBC 
Future Media

“The BBC has a long history of broadcasting 
innovation that benefits our audiences and the 
wider industry. More recently, the BBC brought 
audiences the first truly digital Olympics in 2012,
setting a new digital standard for large event 
coverage and broadcast online. Innovation is part 
of the BBC’s DNA and we want to celebrate 
the huge technological contribution we’ve made 
throughout the history of broadcasting, and get 
people excited about where we’re headed next.”

 

our ‘beyond the broadcast’ outreach activity – we 
look at what the BBC is doing to sustain its position 
as a market leader in engineering and technological 
development and, crucially, in encouraging the next 
generation of scientists and engineering talent.

Our CR Updates are not intended to be exhaustive 
or offer detailed analysis of the entirety of our CR 
work. Instead, they are designed to provide an 
overview in a particular area and to demonstrate 
our achievements using tangible examples.

The various publications we produce, together with 
other information on our work, can be found by 
visiting www.bbc.co.uk/outreach

file:http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/outreach/csr_report_2011_2012.pdf
file:http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/outreach/csr_report_2011_2012.pdf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/publicpurposes/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/outreach/reports/
www.bbc.co.uk/outreach
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Preparing for tomorrow’s technology

Ever since our first radio broadcast in 1922, the 
BBC has always been at the heart of engineering 
excellence and technological development.

Our audiences, our partners and the wider 
broadcasting sector at home and around the world
have traditionally looked to us to lead, from the 
first television transmission to the iPlayer and from 
innovations such as the red button through to the 
first Olympic Games to truly embrace the era of 
digital technology.

Much of the work you will read about in this 
update is not just central to our role as a world-
leading broadcaster and pioneer of engineering 
and technology excellence - it is essential to our 
existence as a public service broadcaster, enriching 
people’s lives with programmes and services that 
inform, educate and entertain, and which help to 
make us one of the most creative organisations in 
the world.

Everything we do – be it the programmes we creat
or activities we offer – should help us meet at least 
one of the six Public Purposes set out by the Royal 
Charter and Agreement, the constitutional basis for
the BBC as presented to Parliament.  

These Public Purposes define our reason for being 
and demonstrate what makes us more than a 
broadcaster.  Encouraging the younger generation – 
and others – to make the most of the technology 

 

e 

 

available to them and to pursue important emerging 
career paths helps us to fulfill all of these purposes, in 
one way or another.  

A lot of technology allows us to be more in touch 
with our world and to keep abreast of current 
affairs – helping our youth to become more involved 
in citizenship.  Many of our projects are designed 
specifically with learning in mind, enabling our 
audiences to develop new skills or encouraging them 
to pursue an interest in technology related subjects.  

We try to demonstrate that careers in STEM 
(Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) 
subjects do require a creative approach and 
allow people to express themselves creatively.  A 
number of these projects are helping the BBC reach 
communities around the UK, and the technology 
assists us in bringing these communities together 
around our content.  

Technology allows the BBC to lead on the global 
stage and we must ensure future generations 
continue to do so. Finally, by keeping our audiences 
abreast of changes in technology, we are helping to 
make sure they can continue to make the most of 
the communications tools available to them.

We also have a vital role in supporting the UK 
and ensuring it is equipped for the demands of 
tomorrow. This country has always enjoyed a strong 
reputation for innovation and pioneering but in an 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/publicpurposes/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/mission_and_values/charter.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/mission_and_values/charter.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/publicpurposes/citizenship.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/publicpurposes/education.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/publicpurposes/creativity.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/publicpurposes/communities.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/publicpurposes/world.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/whoweare/publicpurposes/communication.html
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environment that continues to be challenging, it is 
imperative the UK doesn’t get left behind.  That is 
crucial for the BBC as a public sector broadcaster 
and for industry as a whole.

The pace at which technology changes and 
influences the way we live is enormous. It also 
presents considerable challenges if the UK is to 
remain a pioneer on the world stage.  These 
challenges are both complex and constantly 

evolving.  Just as the iPlayer revolutionised the 
way we watch television, how we broadcast and 
view programmes in five years time may be vastly 
different from the way we do today.  

This publication looks at the challenges the UK, and 
the broadcasting, media and creative sectors, face 
in both identifying and nurturing the scientists and 
engineers of tomorrow.

Preparing for tomorrow’s technology

It also gives tangible examples of the role the BBC 
is playing in this area, whether it is inspiring young 
people to follow more aspirational career paths, 
encouraging women into the worlds of engineering 
and technology or speaking to young school children 
to show them where science could take them in the 
future.

The UK has a shortage of great engineers. This not 
only affects what we do here at the BBC, it impacts 
on the wider economy and our collective ability to 
be both pioneering and competitive. It is something 
the BBC, and others, have to address if we are to 
meet the economic and technical opportunities of 
tomorrow.
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WWomen in Engineeringomen in Engineering

In June 2012 the BBC Academy began its 
Women in Engineering (WIE) initiative. Aimed 
specifically at supporting women in the broadcast 
and technology sectors, it also forms part of a 
broader campaign to share BBC best practice 
with the industry and initiate discussions around 
technological challenges.

WiE features the participation of key groups of 
informers, influencers and facilitators: Talent 2030, 
everywoman, Women in Technology, Women’s 
Engineering Society and the WISE (Women into 
Science and Engineering) campaign. The WiE initiative 
included three evening events and three day-long 
Young Technologists events for school pupils.

The initiative aims to encourage, nurture and 
inspire young women and students - as well as 

those already working in the sector, and individuals 
wanting to progress or aspiring to follow a 
particular career path.

The BBC Academy launched WiE by hosting 
three free-to-attend networking sessions aimed 
at women across the broadcasting sector and 
designed to provide a forum in which people could 
review examples of best practice, look at case 
studies and share the experiences and challenges 
they had faced in their respective roles.

The sessions, two in London and one in Salford, 
were hugely popular and were either over-
subscribed or close to capacity. The aim was 
to take an industry-wide overview allowing 
delegates to examine good practice in technology 
regardless of the sector in which they work.

BBC ACADEMY

The BBC Academy, launched in December 2009, is 
the BBC’s centre for training.  It houses the Colleges 
of Journalism, Production, Leadership and the 
Centre of Technology.  

As well as training BBC staff, it also has a remit 
under the terms of the BBC’s Charter Agreement to 
train the wider sector.  The aim is to share as much 
of the BBC’s training expertise as possible with 
the UK broadcasting industry for free. It also offers 
some of its courses on a commercial basis, both 
within the UK and abroad.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/careers/why-join-us/women-in-engineering
http://www.talent2030.org/
http://www.everywoman.com/
http://www.womenintechnology.org/
http://www.wes.org.uk/
http://www.wes.org.uk/
http://www.wisecampaign.org.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/news/view/young_technologists
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Women in Engineering

One of the sessions reviewed the major challenge 
involved in moving BBC News operations from 
Television Centre and Bush House to facilities in 
New Broadcasting House in London’s West End –  
a world-class facility that heralds a more integrated 
digital service for audiences, and a simpler, more 
creative environment for staff. Key to the event was 
an opportunity to look at comparably challenging 
projects in other sectors and to evaluate what can 
be learned to inform best practice for the future.

Anne Morrison, Director of the BBC Academy, says: 
“Ask a 15-year-old about careers at the BBC and 
they might think of being a presenter, a journalist 

or perhaps a script writer. But mention engineering 
and you may be met with a puzzled expression: 
‘Isn’t that something to do with cars?’

“Part of what we hope to achieve through the 
work of the BBC Women in Engineering group is 
to demonstrate to women of all ages that a career 
in engineering and technology is not as closed 
an option as they might think it is – and that it 
provides significant opportunities given the great 
skills shortage the UK is experiencing in this area.”
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Encouraging young technologists

A scheme run by the BBC Academy is bringing 
young people from diverse communities and 
backgrounds face-to-face with modern broadcast 
technology.

Events were held in London, Cardiff and Salford, 
with 40 pupils and 10 teachers from local 
schools invited to each. The guests looked at how 
engineering and technology drives radio, television 
and online production.  The events were intended t
reach the 14 to16-year-old students at a critical time
in their academic life when they are beginning to 
consider exam options.

The Young Technologists initiative allowed those 
attending who might already have a gift for science 

o 
 

subjects to see how this could be put to use in a 
job market facing a significant shortage of qualified 
and ambitious individuals. It was also designed to get
them thinking about their own ambitions and career 
aspirations.

As part of the sessions, the young people were able 
to work with BBC technologists on an HTML web-
building activity based around creating a mock BBC 
website - one of the aims being to show that, despite
common misconceptions, many of those working in 
technology also possess a strong creative side.

Students were asked to select a favourite clip 
from YouTube and, with support from BBC staff, 
incorporate it into their customised website before 

 

 

presenting their work to fellow students and 
teachers.  BBC Academy staff also filmed the process 
and made the footage available for use back at 
school.

Aradhna Tayal, Broadcast Technology Trainer at 
the BBC Academy’s Centre of Technology, says: “It 
would have been all very well going into schools to 
talk to young people about broadcast engineering, 
but we felt it would be so much more exciting and 
beneficial to the students to bring them into the 
BBC, actually show them systems in operation and 
get them involved.

“We made sure this was an initiative that involved 
departments from across the BBC. The sessions had 
to be really focused on the students and we had 
to present them with a task that would engage and 
excite them. Finally and perhaps most importantly, 
we gave them a real sense of where they could go 
next if they felt this was something they wanted to 
pursue.

“The project we gave them was something tangible 
and one they could easily relate to in terms of the 
way in which they and their peers use and consume 
modern technology. The sessions were a huge 
success and we hope they help these young people 
aspire to career ambitions they may have previously 
felt were out of their reach.”
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Inspiring tomorrow’s innovators

Although the BBC is viewed as a world leader in the 
areas of television and radio production, journalism, 
online and digital technology and, of course, training, 
we believe the organisations we work with and the 
partnerships we have established are essential in 
enabling the wider broadcast industry to flourish 
and meet future demand.

We are proud to support the work of TeenTech, an 
award-winning initiative founded in 2008 by Maggie 
Philbin and Chris Dodson to help the younger 

generation understand their true potential, to raise 
their ambitions and to demonstrate to them the 
significant career opportunities available in the areas 
of science, technology, engineering and mathematics 
(STEM).

TeenTech events take place at venues across the 
UK. Typically attracting 30 pupils from each school, 
they provide a forum in which young people can 
see hands-on exhibits and participate in challenges 
presented to them by leading representatives from 
the STEM community.  

Many of these sessions have been developed with 
the input of staff from the BBC Academy and the 
BBC’s Future Media training programme and it is 
our aim to support a large number of these events 
in the future.

Maggie Philbin, Founder and CEO of TeenTech, says: 
“A generation sit in classrooms convinced subjects 
like maths and physics are irrelevant because they’re 
‘going to be famous’. I met one group of students, 
who, when asked to name a modern scientist or 
technologist, could only name Einstein. 

“Working on Tomorrow’s World allowed me to meet 
many brilliant and engaging people behind inventions. 
TeenTech does the same for young people before 
they make critical decisions over exam choices.”

http://www.teentechevent.com/


Making an impression

For many years the BBC’s Research and 
Development (R&D) department has sent 
demonstration teams to events such as the Big Bang
Science Fair and the annual Maker Faire – family-
friendly occasions designed to showcase invention, 
creativity and resourcefulness.

Aimed at everyone from hobbyists, students, science 
clubs and those who just dabble, to educators, 
authors and engineers, Maker Faire is targeted at 
all ages and is designed to reach communities with 
examples of technical innovation, creativity and the 
sharing of information for educational purposes.

It also provides a showcase for what people are learning
and producing and strives to inform, connect and inspire

those who make things or who aspire to do so.

Visit a BBC stand at Maker Faire and you might 
typically see things such as the ‘Wayback Radio’ (an 
experiment in new ways to explore the vast BBC 
archive), view the latest technology for controlling 
home media systems, and try your hand at the 
‘resident maestro’ – an installation developed by BBC 
R&D in partnership with the BBC Philharmonic which 
allows a person to ‘conduct’ the orchestra in HD 
video and 3D surround sound using nothing but their 
arms to control the tempo and dynamics of the piece.

Ant Miller, Senior Research Manager, BBC Research 
and Development, comments: “Maker Faire is great 
on two levels: it provides a fantastic platform for us 

 

 
 

to demonstrate some of the technical work we do 
here at the BBC and, by going out to communities, 
it allows the public to play with some of the 
technology, creating a day of education, information 
and fun.

“We also want the work we do at events such 
as this and the Big Bang Science Fair to inspire 
the next generation of engineering, scientific and 
technical excellence.”

- 8 -
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Developing a generation of technical excellence

To meet growing industry demand, the BBC has 
announced a new technology and engineering 
apprenticeship scheme.

The BBC Technology Apprenticeship aims 
to address a critical skills shortage in the 
broadcasting sector and to produce 100 highly 
skilled, experienced and employable graduates 
within eight years.  It is also designed to provide 
a realistic alternative to university and to reach 
young people from families who might not 
have previously considered higher education or 
science, technology or engineering as a career.

The scheme, which was announced in 
April 2013, will recruit 20 undergraduate 
or school leavers annually who will work 
towards an honours bachelor degree as part 
of an innovative scheme that involves the 
participation of many of the leading players in 
the UK broadcasting industry. 

Apprentices will be based across the UK and 
will receive a combination of world-class 
training, work placements and academic study.
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Developing a generation of technical excellence

As part of the Open Channels initiative announced 
in December 2012, BBC Technology and the BBC 
Academy, in partnership with major UK universities 
and Creative Skillset, have brought together some 
of the UK’s biggest broadcasters (BBC, Channel 4, 
and ITV) and media infrastructure companies (Red 
Bee Media and Arqiva) to shape a common skills 
agenda, collaborating for the first time ever to solve 
a critical industry skills gap.

The combined industry involvement is also 
designed to help apprentices gain the knowledge, 
skills and experience to succeed in creating a future 
generation of engineering talent. They will benefit 

from work placements within these organisations 
as part of the practice-based learning programme, 
while the academic courses will cover key topics 
including software development and managing IP 
networks as well as the traditional principles of 
engineering, electrics, video and audio systems.

Funded by BBC Technology and the Employer 
Ownership Skills Pilot, the BBC Technology 
Apprenticeship is part of the Open Channels 
initiative and aims to help break the cycle of closed 
recruitment and ad-hoc entry level training to attract 
a more diverse range of young people entering and 
working in technology, engineering and broadcasting.



Informing a workforce

Launched in 2004, the Blue Room was set up to 
educate and inform the corporation’s workforce at a 
time when the BBC had been tasked with helping to 
build a digital Britain.

The rapid transformation in technology and the 
implications for the BBC meant there was a real 
need to investigate the impact of the shifting 
consumer market place in the context of potential 
new routes for BBC programmes and services, and 
to ensure those at the heart of an organisation key 
to those changes were well informed.

Almost a decade later, the BBC Blue Room 
continues to play a pivotal role through a series of 
seminars introducing our staff to new technology, 
and explaining the importance of developments 
and their impact on the wider BBC. In recent 
years, staff have been among the first to see key 
innovations we now take for granted such as set-
top boxes, MP3 players and HD television.

The BBC Blue Room team also ensures it has 
a presence at key industry events – such as 
Internationale Funkausstellung in Berlin – where new 
products and technology are unveiled and where BBC 
technologists can take a first look at how they might 
impact on the BBC in the years ahead. Attendance 
at occasions such as this are also a part of the BBC’s 
global remit to ensure the corporation plays its role in 
bringing the UK to the world and the world to the UK.

BBC Technology also undertakes significant other 
work with staff, helping them make the most of 
technology in their day-to-day role and enabling 
them to try out the latest advances. The most 
obvious examples of this activity are the periodic 
Technology Fairs, at which the department hosts 
large-scale ‘open days’ at different BBC locations 
with a whole host of experts showing off the latest 
hardware and gadgets.
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Dalvinder Ghaly,  
Business & Reporting 
Manager, BBC Technology, 
Distribution & Archives

“These fairs are intended to make technology 
as accessible as possible to everyone. From 
the simplest tips for using office software right 
through to in-depth training, there’s something for 
everybody, and we throw in some learning games 
and competitions to make it more fun. The 
important thing is that we all continue to learn 
and keep our eyes open to the opportunities that 
new technology can bring.

This work is also important in ensuring our 
workforce is well informed and that they can 
share their knowledge and experience with 
others outside the BBC.”

Richard Robbins, 
Senior Technologist, 
BBC Blue Room

“Even the best-informed of us can feel 
overwhelmed by the pace of change, but when 
you’re part of an organisation that has been key 
to the launch and growth of a digital Britain it is 
particularly important.

It is not only vital that those who work for the 
BBC understand how technology will continue 
to influence what we do but also that they are 
well-equipped to help our business and the wider 
economy address many of the challenge we face, 
especially the need to attract more young people 
into science, technology and engineering careers.”



Our STEM ambassadors in Wales

Staff from BBC Cymru Wales are working as 
ambassadors in communities and schools to inspire 
and encourage young people to think about careers 
in science, technology, engineering and mathematics 
(STEM). 

It’s all part of a programme of outreach work 
designed to ensure the BBC recruits and develops 
the most diverse workforce – now and in the years 
ahead – as the UK attempts to tackle significant skills 
shortages in key areas of industry and commerce.

Part of the national STEMNET organisation and 
operated in Wales through See Science, the aim of 
the ambassadors programme is to engage pupils of 
all ages in STEM-related subjects and also to reach 
the wider public and community groups.  It is vital to 
encourage young people to pursue STEM subjects so 
that the UK can address skills shortages and compete 
against established and emerging economies.

Alun Protheroe, a senior audio supervisor at BBC 
Cymru Wales, has been a STEM ambassador since 
2010 following a request from a colleague to get 
involved in the STEMNET programme.

He comments: “Science and technology is about 
constantly using your imagination and that is 
especially true for those of us working in radio. It can 
also be incredibly creative and that is something that 
often surprises the young people I talk to in schools. 

“Even if they are as young as five or six, it is possible 
to show them something as simple as working 
with a radio transmitter and then letting them 
hear back their contribution. It’s all about getting 
out to communities and reaching the workforce of 
tomorrow and if what I do as a STEM ambassador 
can be summed up it is about showing young 
people where science might take them in life.”

Sian Ashton, STEMNET co-ordinator at See Science, 
says: “The BBC is a key partner for us and the 
work done by its STEM ambassadors is hugely 
important. The beauty of having the BBC involved 
is that it instantly makes science, technology and 
engineering something to which young people can 
relate. Because of innovations such as the iPlayer 
and the huge popularity of things such as apps on 
smartphones they are more engaged in technology 
than they might realise.

“Having representatives from the BBC talk to young 
people about their skills and the jobs they do is really 
important in changing mindsets and demonstrating 
that pursuing a career in science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics is much wider than 
they might think and also affords great career 
opportunities in a sector with a skills shortage.”
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http://www.stemnet.org.uk/
http://www.see-science.co.uk/


Our stem ambassadors in Wales

Name: Liz Horne, STEM Ambassador,  
BBC Cymru Wales

Liz Horne joined the BBC in 1977 as a 
typist before embarking on a period of 
retraining to enable her to pursue a career 
on the technical side. She has been a radio 
operations supervisor since 1981, mixing live 

programmes and having responsibility for areas such as technical 
quality, balance and control of audio material as well as setting up 
contributions from outside studios.

Liz has been training staff for the past decade and, in these days 
of multi-skilling, her role also involves equipping non-technical 
staff with the knowledge to operate technical equipment. She has 
worked on large-scale outside events such as Eisteddfodau; on 
important radio broadcasts including the Olympic Torch Relay; 
television programmes including the Welsh soap opera Pobol y 
Cwm as well as on religious services and major sporting fixtures.

How did you become a STEM ambassador?
An email was sent to the BBC asking for volunteers. My children 
were about to leave home to go to university to do degrees in 
computer science and physics and I felt I wanted to be able 
to encourage other young people to aspire to careers in the 
engineering sector.

What does the role involve?
You can do as much or as little as you have time for in the role. 
For my part, I usually run radio studio tours for individual 
candidates.

Are young people surprised when they find out 
engineering and technology isn’t just about the obvious 
things like fixing machines and designing software?
Most of the people I have encountered were not hoping 
for a career in radio but were very interested to see a 
live working environment and what is involved with the 
technical side of broadcasting.

How do you convey what you do at the BBC to get a 
young person thinking about a career in engineering and 
technology?
By running radio studio tours I am able to show what my 
working day involves. I give young people the opportunity to 
have hands-on experience of the software packages and also 
to play with the sound consoles. I show them how the actual 
on-air transmission is just part of the making of a radio 
programme alongside the schedules, scripts and production 
input. I hope what I do helps inspire young people to think 
about a career path they might previously have thought 
closed to them.

What advice would you give to a student  
interested in pursing a career in the STEM sector?
I would advise a student to consider what qualifications they 
need to enable them to make a career in the sector. When 
they are sure that they are studying the right subjects, they 
should then look at the STEM website to see if there are 
any work experience or placement opportunities available 
in appropriate companies such as IBM for computer-based 
sciences or the BBC for broadcast engineering.
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http://www.stemnet.org.uk/


Manchester schools take part in BBC Digital Challenge

Pupils from 13 schools across Greater Manchester 
were given the opportunity to take part in a “Design 
an App” one-day creative challenge hosted by BBC 
Outreach and BBC Future Media at MediaCityUK in 
Salford.

The teams were asked to create the best new 
digital experience for a range of BBC departments 
– including Sport, Children’s and Entertainment, 
completing a series of tasks, such as design, marketing 
and budgeting, before pitching their ideas to a panel 
of senior BBC managers.

A ‘gossip app’ for BBC Entertainment, an app to 
accompany the CBBC series ‘Deadly 60’ and a BBC 
Learning quiz app were among the ideas presented. 

The overall winners were from Whalley Range 
11-18 High School in Manchester who created an 
‘iDiscover’ app to help users explore the world 
around them. The winning team took home a trophy 
on the day and later went on to present their ideas 
to Professor Brian Cox at a special BBC event held 
in December 2012.

Nicola Crowther, Senior Project Manager for BBC 
Outreach, says: “The day was designed to provide an 
introduction to BBC North, in particular giving young 
people a unique opportunity to find out what it’s like 
to work in the BBC’s Future Media department.

“The teams came up with some fantastic ideas and 
impressed the panel with their work. Projects like this 
are key in helping us to unlock creative potential and 
in enabling us, and industry as a whole, to find the 
talent of the future.”

Minahil (13) from Whalley Range 11-18 High 
School, said: “This was such an amazing experience 
and I feel privileged to have been part of it. The 
whole day was great fun and I was so proud that 
we won.”
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Delivering the first truly digital Olympics

In the build up to the London 2012 Olympic Games, 
many recognised this would be the first truly digital 
Games. The reality far surpassed any expectation 
however, with the BBC firmly at the forefront of 
producing and delivering content for audiences to 
consume in a way they had never before done for a 
major sporting occasion.

Before the Games began, the BBC promised 
audiences would never miss a moment of the action 
due to unprecedented coverage across multiple 
platforms allowing people to keep up to date 
wherever they were, whenever they wanted.   
Teams had spent months putting the infrastructure 
through its paces, using test data and artificial 
traffic to ensure there was real confidence that the 
complex offering would work smoothly and in a 
way audiences would expect.

Even by the end of the first week of the Games the 
success was clear, with record numbers of people 
accessing the BBC’s coverage online across PC, 
mobile, tablet and connected TVs (including smart 
TVs, games consoles and BBC Red Button). The BBC 
told audiences they would ‘never miss a moment’, 
with coverage they could access anywhere, any time, 
and the responded by avidly consuming the highs 
and lows, the triumphs and disappointments of the 
30th Olympiad.

Cait O’Riordan, Head of Product, BBC Sport and 
London 2012, comments: “It was thrilling to see 

the concept become reality.  Our aspiration was 
that just as the Coronation did for TV in 1953, the 
Olympics would do for digital in 2012. The demand 
and astonishing feedback we saw from audiences 
accessing our Olympics content online, whenever 
they wanted, on the devices they chose, exceeded 
our expectations and helped fulfil that aspiration.

“We knew before we started that video would be 
the heart of our Olympics offering and audiences 
flocked to our coverage online – with over 111m 
requests for BBC Olympic video content across all 
online platforms, more than double seen for any 
previous events.”
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London 2012, the BBC & the statistics

There were 3.3 million requests  
on BBC iPlayer for the opening 
ceremony (including a new record  
for a single day).

24.2 million people 
watched the 24 Olympic 
Red Button streams for 
at least 15 minutes.

Every BBC Red Button 
stream drew 100,000 
viewers at some point 
during the Games

1.9 million people downloaded  
the BBC Olympics app.

Record breaking browsers to BBC Sport online – with 
57m (global) and 37m (UK) browsers to the BBC 
Sport site in total across the Games, and an average of 
9.5m (global) and 7.1m (UK) browsers per day, easily 
breaking all previous records (previous record for a single 
day was 7.4m global and 5.7m UK)

There were 111m requests for BBC Olympic video 
content across all online platforms, more than double 
seen for any previous events.

Over a 24 hour period on the busiest Olympic days, 
total traffic to bbc.co.uk exceeded that for the entire 
BBC coverage of the FIFA World Cup 2010 (matches) 
with the peak traffic moment occurring when Bradley 
Wiggins won Gold
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The way forward

There are now tangible signs the UK is waking 
up to the fact we are simply not producing 
enough engineering graduates to secure our 
competitiveness. And, as a public service 
broadcaster, the BBC has a part to play in 
addressing this challenge. In fact, it is a role we are 
required to play and which, in its various guises, 
meets all of the stated Public Purposes for which 
the BBC exists.

The work we are doing, often in partnership, 
and which has been showcased in this update is 
not just about addressing the BBC’s own needs 
and ambitions. It is much more than that. It is 

about the role we can play in inspiring people, 
sharing knowledge, delivering opportunities, 
creating a more diverse and inclusive workforce 
and, ultimately, in nurturing a more vibrant and 
economically successful country equipped to 
address the opportunities of tomorrow.

In March 2013, the Royal Academy of Engineers 
forecast the engineering profession needs 104,000 
STEM graduates a year between now and 2020.  In 
other words, one in five young people will need to 
become an engineer if the UK has any chance of 
addressing severe skills shortages and rebalancing 
the economy towards advanced manufacturing.

A report by the Social Market Foundation calculated 
the industry is already 40,000 short of the number 
of so-called STEM graduates needed annually and 
warned the problem will only get worse as the 
engineering workforce ages and retires.  Elsewhere, 
the manufacturing sector has been calling for the 
greater representation of women to increase the 
talent pool.

The BBC will play its part in this latest challenge, as it 
has done across nine decades as a world-recognised 
pioneer in broadcast engineering and technological 
developments – from the first television 
transmission to the launch of the iPlayer and from 
high-definition TV to the first Olympic Games that 
truly embraced the era of digital technology.

Initiatives such as our Young Tehnologists and 
Women in Engineering schemes, the launch of 
the BBC Technology Apprenticeship programme, 
the ongoing roles of BBC Outreach and the BBC 
Academy, and the work we do with young people 
in schools and at community and industry events 
(often involving our staff volunteering their time) are 
all designed to ensure we engage with the students 
of today and the engineers, scientists and technology 
professionals of the future.

Crucially, these projects are all examples of how 
the BBC is fulfilling its corporate responsibility role, 
supporting industry and commerce and fulfilling its 
six stated Public Purposes.
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